The feasibility of extracting both explicit and implicit synonym references from a machine readable dictionary is investigated; the extracted synonyms, both symmetric and asymmetric, are then sensedisambiguated. At the same time lemma numbers and unbound parts-of-speech of synonyms become instantiated. The dictionary source is also a resource for parsing the definitions, but its comprehensiveness is often a mixed blessing as a disambiguation tool.
The feasibility of extracting both explicit and implicit synonym references from a machine readable dictionary is investigated; the extracted synonyms, both symmetric and asymmetric, are then sensedisambiguated. At the same time lemma numbers and unbound parts-of-speech of synonyms become instantiated. The dictionary source is also a resource for parsing the definitions, but its comprehensiveness is often a mixed blessing as a disambiguation tool.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
Most computational lexicons used in natural language understanding systems have been manually constructed, a painstaking effort that is error-prone, labor intensive, and usually is attempted only to create a bare-bone lexicon that is sufficient for the immediate operation of the program when applied to a restricted domain of interest. To overcome this bottleneck many researchers have turned to machine readable resources as a possible source for automating the acquisition of a semantic lexicon; various taxonomies of semantic relations have been extracted (e.g. AMSLER 81, CALZOLARI 84, BYRD et al. 87, VERONIS and IDE 90) . This paper investigates the feasibility of automating the extraction of a list of sense-disambiguated synonyms from a machine readable dictionary (the Funk and Wagnails (F&W) Dictionary). Since most words are polysemous, identifying what sense a synonym is used in is essential to avoid relating words based on orthographic in stead of semantic similarities (e.g. disorder is a synonym of sickness, but only in the sense of ailment, not in the other senses of confusion, or tumult This work was supported in part by the NSF grant number IRI-9002135. I would like to thank Lois Boggess for her helpful comments.
I~mission m copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies an: not made or distributed for direct comme~cisl advantage, ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appem', and notice is given that copying is by pemai~ion of the Association for Computing Mach/nery. To copy otherwise., or to republish, requires a fee and/or ~6 I i c ixmnission. and riot). Chodorow used the synonyms and hypernyms in the on-line version of The New Collins Thesaurus to compute the semantic distance between any two words (using a process he calls sprouting), but found that even after sense-disambiguating the thesaurus many words remained spuriously related because of "poor sense separation" in the thesaurus (CHODOROW 88, p. 149) . This paper argues that a dictionary has better sense separation than a thesaurus.
The extracted taxonomy of related words will be used in an ongoing project at Mississippi State University, that is attempting to automate, in a domain-independent way, the extraction of knowledge contained in a machine readable technical corpus into an object-oriented knowledge base (HODGES et al. 91 ). An important research issue involves checking for redundancy; i.e. when more than one name is used to refer to a single real-world object (e.g. hemorrhage and bleeding), they should be mapped to only one knowledgebase object. Another issue is the automatic bootstrapping of a semantic lexicon for the domain text; one strategy for dealing with unknown words is to check for semantically related entries that already exist in the lexicon.
F U N K AND WAGNALLS STANDARD DESK DICTIONARY
In the preface to the F&W dictionary, synonyms are defined in terms of verbal equivalences: "what word or phrase or circumlocution can serve as an equivalent for the word defined" (p xxii). The test for synonymy is given as interchangeability (in certain contexts), and the entry for synonym in the dictionary defines it as "a word having the same or almost the same meaning as some other: opposed to antonym". Synonyms are explicitly marked with the keyword Syn. Sometimes there is a pointer to a particular sense of the lemma b e i n g d e f i n e d (e.g. Alient : adj. 1. Owing allegiance to another country; unnaturalized; foreign. 2. Of or related to aliens. 3. Not one's own; strange. 4. Not consistent with; incongruous; Explicit references account for 898 synonym entries, and represent only a small percentage of the dictionary's potential (see table 1 ). Another source of synonyms are the fields flagged with also (e.g.
Abomasuml:
The fourth or true digestive stomach of a ruminant: also called reed. Also ab.o.ma.sus) . T h e example shows that care must be taken to distinguish those cases where also introduces a spelling variant, which can be considered a synonym only in a very specialized sense. The also field contributes 2.4 % of the total synonyms extracted (table 1) .
Another minor source (84 instances) is the compare field, aimed at the human dictionary browser. It points to words that are not quite synonyms, but that are semantically related (e.g. Cotlage' : n. An artistic composition consisting of or including flat materials pasted on a picture surface; -. Compare ASSEMBLAGE (def. 4)).
A unique feature of the F & W dictionary are its collateral adjectives, which yield a small (0.3 %) but important set of 'synonyms'. They are flagged by and indicate adjectival forms of a noun entry "so remote in spelling that they may not be brought to mind by the noun" (preface, p 7a) (e.g. ArM: n. 1. Anat.
An upper limb of the hwnan body, from the shoulder to the hand or wrist. • Collateral adjective: brachiai). Their importance comes from the fact that the synonym crosses part-ofspeech ff~)S) boundaries while remaining closely semantically related to headword.
INCREASE COVERAGE
From the above discussion it is clear that the dictionary has a quasi-formal structure with specific fields for each enlry, which makes the extraction of information from it easier than if it were unrestricted free-format text, as for example a machine readable technical textbook. Building a grammar and writing a parser to convert the machine readable dictionary into a computerized dictionary is no trivial task, however, as many of the clues to interpret its structure are designed with a human reader in mind (the visual layout, for exam-pie, is important). The task of bracketing the fields in the F & W dictionary was made even more difficult by the fact that most of the typographical clues (italics, bold, superscript, etc) were lost in the process of making it machine readable: using a scanner and optical-character-recognition software, the book was stored in plain ascii format (to make matters worse, the scanning process introduced some errors of its own, especially damaging when they involve critical flags like sense numbers; e.g. the letter T in stead of number 1, and alphabetic 'Oh' rather than zero in 10. See
WlLMS 90).
If only the above relations were used, all of which are explicitly flagged in the dictionary, the extracted lists would compare very poorly with the wealth of informarion found in a thesaurus. However, many more can be found by looking at the actual definitions of each lemma. Definitions in the F & W , like most dictionaries, follow the Aristotelian principle of genus (supertype) and differentiae (necessary and sufficient conditions that separate i0. A working hypothesis adopted in this paper is that definitions consisting only of a genus can be treated as synonyms. Practically, this means that one-word definitions can be treated as a synonym. And whereas one-word definitions are bad lexicographic practice that F & W claims never to be guilty of (preface, p. 6a), many definitions are actually multipart explanations, some portions of which are single words (e.g. Cat& v.t. 1. To say in a loud voice; shout; proclaim.
2. To summon. 3. To convoke; convene: to call a meeting. 4. To invoke solemnly). Notic~ that sense number two is an example of something F & W claims never to do. Some liberty is taken in specifying single-word definitions: fillers like a(n), the, to, any are removed to leave true single genuses.
Thus at the small cost of some extra parsing overhead, the number of synonyms is enormously increased (30,720 entries, or 79.7% of the total; see table 1). The following strategies, with varying degrees of parsing sophistication, also contribute to increase coverage:
1. Ignore differentiae that are not so 'necessary and sufficient', and contribute little. For instance, phrases introduced by as; their purpose is to give a (prototypical) example that is not meant to be exclusive (e.g. Collects: -. 6. To accumulate, as sand or dust). Sometimes the purpose of including them seems to be a justification on the part of lexicographer for isolating and adding a separate sense (e.g. CahootsS: n. pl U.S. Slang Affdiation; partnership, as in the phrase in cahoots). Similarly, parenthesized expressions sometimes are illustrative objects (e.g. . To withdraw or disengage (the aucntion, intcre,~ etc.)), extra (non-'necessary') information (e.g. A': -. 4. Chem. Argon (syrnt~t A)) or optional elements (e.g. AbsentS: v.t. To take or keep (onesolJ) away).
2. Relax the single-word criterion. By F&W own standards the treatment of synonymy includes 'phrases and circumlocutions' (see the quote from the preface above). Thus idioms (compounds whose meaning is more or different than the definition of its parts) may he treated as a unit (e.g. Acolyte1: n. 1. An attendant or assistant. 2. An ~_t_g~r boy or Anthracitet : n. Coal that burns slowly and with great heat: also called hard coal). This also includes idiomatic verb-preposition compounds (e.g. Repress~: v.t. 1. To keep under restraint or control. 2. To cat down; quell, as a rebellion). The necessary information to identify such compounds is supplied by the dictionary itselfl During an initial bootstrapping pass, a list was generated that includes all headwords (both simple lemmas and compound entities, e.g. state': n. trooper, trooper), their conjugated forms (e.g. stated, stating), derivatives (e.g. statat), and expressions (e.g. lie in state), with their POS (part-of-speech). This information will also be exploited to disambiguate orconjoined phrases (see below). 1443 or 3.7 % of the extracted synonyms are compounds.
3. Increase the sophistication of the parser. There is a certain point of diminishing returns; extracting additional information is possible only at the cost of increasing parsing difficulty. Whereas the general layout of a dictionary entry is moderately structured, with fairly recognizable and limited sets of field separators, the content of those fields is much less restricted. Especially the defining text is hard to parse, and often consists of ellipses and incomplete phrases. In a way this is a chicken-or-egg problem: researchers turn to machine-readable dictionaries for lexical infor-mation for their natural language processing programs, but one such program, a wide-coverage parser, is needed to access much of the information buried in the dictionary.
One way around this is to use heuristics. It is not much more difficult to recognize two conjoined 'oneword' definitions than it is to find a single one (e.g. Abhorrents : adj. 1. Repugnant or detestable). Even detecting a list of multiple candidates (e.g. AlliedJ: adj. 1. United, confedenU, t, or leagued) is fairly fool-proof. But if one side of the conjunction consists of two (or more) words (templates like X or Y Z and Z Y or X, assuming Y Z or Z Y isn't a compound), this can cause problems for synonym candidate X because Z may have to be distributed, in which case we are no longer dealing with a 'single' word (i.e. the templates may be equivalent to X Z or Y Z and Z Y or Z X, respectively). If X is a noun on the left side of the conjunction (template X or Y Z), it is safe in most situations to accept it as a synonym (e.g. Abeyancet: n. I. suspension or teml~rary inaction). But when the noun appears on the right hand side (template Z Y or X), it is often unclear even to native speakers whether Z should be distributed (shared by both Y and X. E.g. Althornt : n. An alto fliigelhorn or [alto???] saxharn). Humans can often disambiguate these cases by relying on world knowledge, for which unfortunately there is no 'heuristic' (e.g. AmerindZann: n.
An American Indian or Eskimo). For v e r b s the situation is reversed, and distribution is unclear for the verb on the left (e.g. Adulatet: v.t. To flatter [extslvagantly???] or praise extravagantly), but unambiguous for verbs on the right (e.g. Abandont: v.t. 1. To give up wholly; desert; forsake. 2. To give over or surrender: with to). Heuristics like pattern matching may offer a way out, though often it seems easier to rule out a candidate than to confirm one (but surprisingly candidate-selection rules extract many more synonyms than candidate-rejection rules (37,246 as compared to 36,332)), One simple rule that has great disambiguating power states that a synonym candidate must have the same POS as the head-word (POS information, as mentioned earlier, comes from using the dictionary source as a resource). This rules out cases like Abhorrencet: n. 1. A feeling of utter loathing. 2. something loathsome or repugnant and Aa~enturd : n. 1. hazardous or perilous undertaking. The matching-POS heuristic falls to disambiguate, however, when no speech information is available or may make wrong decisions when the candidate has multiple POS (e.g. the heuristic fails to rule out the following candidate, because visionary happens to be a noun in addition to being an adjective: Abstractiont : n. --3. A visionary or impractical theory. At the same time, there are instances when the algorithm undergenerates, as in Adherenf : adj. Clinging or sticking fast, because there is no entry for clinging in F&W (except for being mentioned as a gerund in the entry for cling)). Thus when the synonym candidate X does pass the POS test, other checks are necessary to cope with possible distribution problems. 4. Explore Extended Differentiae. Another unique feature of the F&W dictionary is the presence of occasional exposes that make a point about grammar or semantics. Written in an informal style, these asides seem like an opportunity for the lexicographer to address the reader directly and make something clear, usually involving a subtle difference in usage between several lemmas (e.g. ain't . aren't, any one -anyone, etc.). Since it is debatable whether 'true' synonyms exist that are interchangeable in all contexts, many of the oneword definitions in the dictionary lack differentiae only because these differentiae are too subtle to allow explaining in a short sentence. These mini-essays are an attempt by the lexicographer to provide some more context and examples to quantify some of the differences in usage. In many cases the program has no difficulty in identifying the synonyms in the text (e.g.
Adherenf : -. ~ (noun) Adherent is the weakest term. A foUower is more fervid in his attachment. A disciple has a pupil-teacher relationship with the one he follows. A supporter is one who aids in any way, while a partisan is militant in his support.). It is dangerous to assume, however, that the first word is a synonym. As a precaution, the programs verifies that the candidate has the correct POS. The combination of selectiveness and uneven exhaustiveness of a dictionary can be both an advantage (e.g. no entry for Rec' t, so the heuristic correctly rejects the first word as a synonym candidate: AbbreviationJ : -.-Syn. 1. An abbrevia. tion is a shortening by any method. A contraction is made by omitting certain medial elements (whether sounds or letters) and bringing together the first and last elements. Rec't for receipt is a written contraction as well as abbreviation) and a disadvantage (e.g. man happens to also be an adjective and thus seems to qualify in AdequateJ : -.--Syn. 1. Adequate is applied to ability or power; sufficient, to quantity or number. A man is adequate toe situation). In some cases additional heuristics can help to detect inappropriate matches; the presence of a previously accepted synonym in the middle of a sentence establishes that sentence as an illustrative example rather than the inl~roduction of a new synonym. Examples can sometimes be used as additional proof to confirm a candidate, or as evidence against an inappropriate choice (e.g. the tentative selection of both (which is also an adjective) can be overturned because it is not listed among the examples: ,s, adictea~: ..--syn.
Addicted suggests a pathological weakness; given, a tendency or usual practice. Both words may apply to good or bad things, but usually to bad: ,s~tdicted to alcohol, given to lying). Since the program does not perform any semantic analysis but reties instead on syntactic clues, there will always be some under-and over-generation (e.g. Acwnen': n .... Syn. 1. Sharpness, acuteness, and insight, however keen, and percel~ion, however During the disambiguation phase the program will attempt to resolve any synonyms which inherited a generic Iv] POS to the more specific lvt] or lvil (see below). A pup (def. 2) ).
Finally, for each POS a lemma may have multiple senses (flagged by a pair of <>
For most headwords, the value of these three fields (lemma number, POS, and sense number) is obviously explicit, with two exceptions: the POS for compounds is omitted, even for those that have an entry of their own (see above); more critical are the instances where the dictionary does not specify the appropriate sense of a headword when listing synonyms! This occurs 370 times for explicit references, and 898 times for synonym descriptions. In the case of explicit references, the missing sense number seems to be an oversight on the part of the lexicographer, rather than an indication that the synonym applies to all senses of the headword (e.g. Givent : adj. .............. I ,3, Table 3 shows the distribution of the three potential unknowns for the synonyms (lemma number, POS, and sense number). The only case in the whole F&W where all three variables are instantiated is Scansion t (n. The division or analysis of lines of verse according to a metrical pattern. Compare METEJ~ a (def. 1) ), and it is not symmetric (i.e. Meter: does not list Scansion as a synonym)[
One approach for performing sense-disambiguation suggested by Chodorow is disambiguation by symmetry (CHODOROW 88); given a headword H whose xth sense refers to a synonym S, then to find what sense number y of synonym S is the appropriate match, scan the definition text of all lemmas S' for a reference back to H' (this strategy will have the fringe benefit of also disambiguating the lemma number and POS of S if they are unknown By far the most frequent synonym pairs, however, are those where both words are polysemous. Finding a sense y that points back to the original headword is in most cases conclusive evidence to replace ? with y (columns three and four), but because there is always the possibility that another sense z is a more appropriate match, the confidence factor is slightly lower than in the previous (one-sense only) category.
Finally, in columns five and six of Chodorow reported that about 62 % of the synonyms in the New Collins Thesaurus are asymmetric (and thus cannot be sense-disambiguated using his fh'st strategy) (CHODOROW 88). For the F & W that figure is much higher: 88 %. In the majority of the cases this means that while one of the senses of the synonym does match with the headword, there is no explicit pointer back to the headword. For a small subset (98 cases) of asymmetric synonyms there is actually an explicit sense pointer in the definition of the headword. For 25 % of the asymmetric synonyms, the sensedisambiguation problem can be very quickly solved by simply noticing that the synonym has only one sense for the POS in question (this works even for the cases with multiple lemma numbers; as long as none of those entries has more than one sense, the sense number can be disambiguated to #, even as the lemma number remains unresolved). For the others, any of the last three strategies outlined above may do the trick.
A fortunate side-effect of sense-disambiguation is that it also automatically assigns lemma numbers and resolves unknown POS (see above). For asymmetric synonyms, the same [Vl] <?> despite the fact that it has no pointer back to run off). In the same manner 37% of the unknown IOS cases become resolved to a more specific POS.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
6.5 % of all synonyms remain unresolved because they have no separate entry in the F&W dictionary; a random sample of 50 pairs of unresolved asymmetric synonyms shows that 8 % are compound headwords that are only listed as derivatives of their main entry; also 4 % of the synonyms exist only as derivatives. In 10 % of the samples the synonym d/d actually point back to the headword, but errors in the dictionary (in the on-line version, and in the printed original) misled the parser, or the parser wasn't sophisticated enough to recognize some synonyms. Four percent of the asymmetric synonyms were incorrectly flagged as synonyms by the parser. Another 4 % of the synonyms are actually hypernyms, which are by nature asymmetric. 30 %, finally, of the non-circular synonyms involve headwords that are used in a peripheral sense (often with labels like slang, informal, ...). One of the future goals is to sophisticate both the parser and the disambiguator (especially the heuristic of overlapping function words) to reduce the number of these unresolved cases (Both programs are written in Pascal, and run on a Sun Spark Station; the dictionary source occupies about 9 Meg of disk space).
Another possible direction of research is to investigate whether the hypothesis of Veronis et al. that "it is extremely unlikely that the same information is consistently missing from all dictionaries" also holds for synonyms, as about 20 % of the asymmetric synonyms seem to be inconsistencies and oversights on the part of the lexicographers (VERONIS 90, p. 231). In this case merging several machine readable dictionaries may correct many of these omissions.
Once a high quality pool of sense-disambiguated synonyms has been generated, the next exploration will be to expand this list by traversing chains of synonyms and to generate a taxonomy of related words with distance weights.
